
M E D I A  K I T



There are lots of pieces to that ‘be your best self
 puzzle - relaxation, great food,  cleaner environment, 

toxic free products, love, mindfulness, movement,
fulfillment and a sense of purpose…

I call it all ‘The Low Tox Life’. 

Hi I'm Alexx Stuart. I created the "Low Tox Life" in 2012 to empower delicious change for 
people - to help people feel that they CAN do something, when they know they want to 
be more sustainable, cook better, choose products wisely, feel better. I say "Low" tox rather 
than no tox, because change has to feel doable, otherwise there's no buy in or there's a big 
drop off rate. Low tox isn't perfect but it does mean we're doing SOMETHING. Perfection 
and idealism breeds failure, panic that we're not doing enough, and regression once we 
realise we'll never be fully 'non toxic' in our day to day (theoretically impossible anyway in 
2017!) Low tox for me, meant therefore it was a personal journey of exploration and 
change and because one is making those changes as and when ready, there is no "fail".
It just feels good to do good. 



OUR Low Tox Life community
We have built trust and rapport with our readers and when mentioning a product or 
service, our influence is a reflection of that trust and we won’t do anything to break it.

Our readers are people who think differently. They bravely challenge the way things 
“always have been done” and seek new ways, recipes and products to empower themselves 
for their Low Tox Life.

Being able to source products we can trust for our readers is paramount for us.
Connecting people to truly authentic businesses doing the right thing by people and planet 
is such a powerful sell, because the educational material through our e-courses and blogs 
that we provide show people what’s ‘greenwash’ vs what’s truly better for our health.

If you’re reading this thinking my client/I feel the same way, then we very much look 
forward to collaborating with you.

OUR VALUES - WHAT WE STAND FOR
COMMUNITY - Our community is everything. We love and treasure them and do our
best to serve them and help them achieve their goals.
TEAM - We support each other. We do well so that we can do more GOOD!
INTEGRITY - Everything we do and discuss links back to being of benefit to both people
and planet - NOT just when it’s convenient for us, but always.
CURIOSITY - A thirst for knowledge that keeps us growing and innovating.
CATEGORY GROWTH - Committed to shining a light on causes, brands, and people
who do right by people and planet.
HAPPY CHANGE - Our education and resources make the act of change a delicious, 
empowering, positive and doable one. 

SOME HIGHLIGHTS WE'RE PROUD OF
• TEDX speaker 2016 “Shape the world with your shopping basket” 
• No1 ‘New and Noteworthy’ podcast for iTunes Ausralia 
• Best Selling USA amazon.com author “Real Treats”.
• Ranked Top 20 in gluten free desserts for 3 years. 
• Voted by Prevention Magazine Australia No1 in their Top 10 wellness oriented
 Instagram accounts, 2013



Audience SIZE, REACH & ENGAGEMENT
We have a highly engaged community of  fans and followers on social media who

interact with us on a daily basis, with a really positive energy. A new Facebook post is
shared between 50-200 times and read on average 5K times on the day of publishing.

We reach on average 300K people weekly all social media platforms combined.   

Newsletter 
We have built a rich database of over 16K people over the years who have opted in to
receive our weekly newsletter. The average open rate of 35% is more than three times
the average for the health and wellness industry and is testament to the high level of

engagement amongst our community.

LOW TOX WEBSITE
Our website houses over 300 delicious and gluten-free recipes, along with over

150 articles, inspiring people to live healthy lives for themselves and for our planet.
The site receives over 100K views monthly.

PODCAST
Every month, we reach over 35K people with our podcast and this number is steadily

increasing 10% per month. Each new show (1 hour duration) has an average 5K listeners -
a highly committed and captive audience who provide huge traction for brands. 

Low Toxers are a mindful, happy bunch of people.

57,000 14,600 2,300 2,000 75,900

65% 12% 9% 5% 9%

COMBINED

+60
OTHER COUNTRIESAUS NZUSA UK

Audience DEMOGRAPHICS
Core demographic: 68% 29-45 years of age

Broader demographic: 25-70

Female 95%             Male 5%



Our series of e-courses aims to empower people with huge amounts of well-researched 
data, examples and experts interviews, to move towards a low tox life and create a

healthier lifestyle for themselves and their families. 

E-courses are a powerful way to engage people who are there to learn and change,
just about the warmest customer lead that exists when recommending products

because they've signed up to make new habits. 

All course participants are invited to join a private Facebook group where course
alumni participants and people currently doing the course can discuss their challenges

and successes, swap advice and share supplier details. 

Over 4,000 people have done at least one of our e-courses since they lauched.

e-COURSES



ABOUT THE COURSE
This 5 week course supports people to ditch the harmful chemicals from 

everyday products, discover all the natural replacements and simplify
things across many facets of daily life.

ABOUT THE COURSE
This 3 week course empowers parents to give their children a rock solid 

food foundation. It teaches parents how to ensure their kids grow up 
loving real food and understanding its power to help their growing people 

with their energy, health, cleverness and strength. Parents finish the 
course with a deeper understanding of how to give their children the

best start in life through food and attitude to food.

live e-courses with coaching



on-demand e-courses with coaching

ABOUT THE COURSE
This course is a powerful journey of awareness to empower people with the know-how
and tools to improve their preconception health, with the benefits lasting well beyond

this stage in life.

ABOUT THE COURSE
For people wanting to deepen their understanding of sustainability and how to discover 
what foods truly suit them as an individual. This course explores the links between body, 
mind and healing and tangos across all three elements -to unlock the powers of people's 

health, head, and their own healing through real food. 



WAYS WE CAN WORK TOGETHER
Other options outside of the ones listed below can be explored on a case by case basis 

(guest posts, sponsored posts and recipe creation for example).

Newsletter giveaway
INCLUSIONS

*200 word mention within newsletter
*Facebook post promoting the giveaway

*Follow up newsletter announcing winners and free shipping

REQUIREMENTS
Giveaway of $150 minimum value.  

ADDITIONAL VALUE ADDS
To sweeten the deal for people who missed out on the giveaway, we recommend a free 
shipping offer or discount in the following newsletter when the winner is announced.

AUDIENCE REACH
60,000 

PRICE (EX GST)
$400



Podcast principal supporter 
The podcast brings you a highly captive and committed audience.

INCLUSIONS
*2min slot with personal testimonial from Alexx and mention of the

offer in the introduction to the show.
*The offer will be mentioned at the beginning of the show notes with logo,

image and direct link to your products. 
*It will also be shared in one newsletter, on the blog and on Facebook and

Instagram once during the time you're supporting the show with link to the
show notes where people can find out more.   

REQUIREMENTS
Special offer in the form of either a giveaway, a discount or free sample. 

AUDIENCE REACH
58,000

PRICE (EX GST)
2 Shows - $450, 4 Shows (1 Month) $800 



Podcast "quick plug" supporter
The podcast brings you a highly captive and committed audience.

  INCLUSIONS
*45sec slot with personal testimonial from Alexx and mention of the offer

in the introduction to the show.
*The offer will be mentioned at the beginning of the show notes just after the

principal supporter, with logo, image and direct link to your products as well the
newsletter mention. 

*Brand tag in Facebook post when new show is announced   

REQUIREMENTS
Special offer in the form of either a giveaway, a discount or free sample.  

AUDIENCE REACH
26,000 

PRICE (EX GST)
4 Shows (1 Month) $600



LIVE E-COURSES partnerSHip
(GO LOW TOX OR THRIVE)  

We have had every course partner re-sign for future course partnerships bar one -
a testament to the value you as a brand receive from the course. We're thrilled each time
to give our students so many great, honest options and supporting businesses doing the 

right thing by people and the planet.

INCLUSIONS
*Feature of your brand on the day of the course topic most suited to your product/service

*Your logo in all the sales emails, in the "partner corner" in the course portal as well as a 
partner listing email for the course round sent to all participants

*Your brand hyperlinked in the "product swap guide" in the course e-book,
a permanent resource for participants after the course.    

REQUIREMENTS
Discount code/ value-add for your brand, that you provide for participants

as well as a giveaway per course round valued at $100 minimum. 
We also ask that you include the course in your newsletter. 

 
AUDIENCE REACH

Fluctuates 

PRICE (EX GST)
1 course $350, 2 courses (annual partnership) $600



ON DEMAND E-COURSES partnership   
(REAL FOOD ROCKSTARS OR PRE-CONCEPTION NINJA)

INCLUSIONS
*Feature of your brand on relevant topic within course;

*Your brand mentioned with logo and images in the "partner offers"
page with hyperlinks

REQUIREMENTS
Discount code/ value-add for your brand, that you provide for participants.

We also ask that you include the course in your newsletter.
 

AUDIENCE REACH
Fluctuates 

PRICE (EX GST)
$400 yearly fee



LOW TOX LIFE 1 MONTH partnership   
INCLUSIONS

*Podcast principal supporter for 4 podcast episodes (1 full month)
*1 dedicated Facebook feature separate to podcast
*1 dedicated newsletter feature separate to podcast

*1 dedicated instagram post separate to podcast

REQUIREMENTS
Special offer in the form of either a giveaway, a discount or free sample.  

 
AUDIENCE REACH

200,000

PRICE (EX GST)
$2000



SPEAKING & WORKSHOPS

I come from a hospitality background as an award winning bartender and consultant. I have 
regularly appeared on morning television doing seasonal cocktails back in the day and am 
very at home sharing tips and tricks for people at home - these days of course, my focus 
has shifted, but here are some highlights to help you understand that when it comes to 

sharing messages with large audiences, I am experienced and comfortable. 

 Gourmet Traveler's drinks expert for 7 years.
 National Brand Ambassador for Piper & Charles Heidsieck Champagne
 TV appearances on TODAY, SUNRISE and Mornings with Kerri Ann.

Here is a sample of the organisations and publications I have worked with, written for or 
presented on... I don’t list these to blow a trumpet, it’s more to give you the reassurance 

that I’ve collaborated with some rather awesome and diverse clients to inspire change 
across numerous topics. When it comes to getting up in front of your audience, you can 

trust that we will have a great, inspiring event.

Jamie Oliver Food Revolution  |  Think Act Change  |  Mindd Foundation  |  The Collective 
Hub Guardian Early Learning  |  Flow Athletic  |  Commonwealth Bank  |  NRMA

Huffington Post     UBS  |  NAB  |  Macquarie Bank  |  Deutsche Bank
Reserve Bank of Australia  |  Nine MSN  |  Sunrise  |  Today Show

...and A variety of National Health conferences including Mindd Forum
and “Changing the way we eat”.

For more details on speaking opportunities and workshops,
get in touch at team@lowtoxlife.com



Angela Little 
What a blessing to be getting this information at this 
particular time so I can do my best to create the most 
natural and toxin-free environment around me and my 
family from the very beginning.... What I'm appreciating 
so much is the factual and no-nonsense basis to this 
course.... I can see the things we're talking about are 
based on research and expert
opinion, and I'm so grateful to have this source of 
information so I can make more informed choices and 
positive changes in my life. These changes really are 
achievable and easy to implement and it feels like there is 
such a feeling of positive energy to this process thanks to 
Alexx's relaxed and encouraging approach. Also, as others 
have mentioned before me, I'm so glad it's really afford-
able as if it had been at a higher price point I probably 
wouldn't have joined this journey - but I'm soooo glad I 
did.  

Carolyn Bowden
Alexx Stuart you are a godsend. No way could I get my 
head around all this. Love all the info from you and 
everyone involved. It is a big tangled spider web out there. 
Finally some of the web is untangling.

Monique Cronshaw
Hi all, I'm loving this fabulous course. Thanks Alexx Stuart 
you are amazing. Our world is a better place with you and 
us in it. 

Gypsy R
Thanking Alexx for the amazing, empowering healing 
journey we are on. One person, one household, one village 
at a time. We can change the world.

Samantha Whittaker 
I get through the supermarket so quickly as I hardly buy 
anything except my organic milk, butter, tomatoes,and 
feel quite pleased with myself that I don't need to look at 
all the rubbish on offer. I have a trained eye now and grab 
the ‘good stuff’ we’re learning about here mostly from the 
awesome online 
recommendations - easy!

Rebecca Blackwood
I'm loving all of this information, advice and wisdom. 
Thanks everyone for all of your input and particularly 
Alexx Stuart for creating such an awesome course and 
network.

WHAT DO OUR BRAND PARTNERS AND OUR
community say about the Low Tox Life?

We love working with Alexx and the Low Tox community 
as we appreciate the integrity and passion that goes into 
everything. Alexx has such a huge level of respect within 
the industry and a great influence on consumers. We 
know the people that are interested in Low Tox are the 
sort of people who will also appreciate the ethics and 
quality that goes into all Weleda products and the way we 
conduct business. The synergy between both our organi-
sations allows for greater exposure to the audiences who 
will really respond and be loyal customers. We are 
thankful for the exposure Alexx has provided and it is a 
great pleasure to work with someone so organised and 
passionate!
David Johnston
CEO Weleda Australia

We have been working with Alexx and the Low Tox Life 
course since it started and what I love the most is the 
authenticity of both Alexx, the course and also the 
participants. In a world with lots of greenwashing it’s a 
refreshing change to find a network with such open 
honesty and support. Everyone is there to learn and share 
with the group so it’s a very warm and inviting

environment. Also Alexx as the Low Tox Guru is a 
wonderful and supportive teacher to those wanting to 
learn to be their best healthiest selves. It has helped 
spread the love for our Brand and we feel very much 
aligned with it. We love being part of it!
Chey Birch
Founder Black Chicken Remedies

Working with Alexx and the team at Low Tox Life has been 
nothing less than inspiring. We believe the work Alexx is 
doing at Low Tox Life is so important for the future health 
of our communities and planet, and that is why we at 
Solidteknics love to work with Alexx as much as possible. 
Low Tox Life is a perfect fit with our brand as their 
audience are open minded and ready to make the 
changes necessary to move toward a more sustainable 
self and environment. Alexx has graciously supported our 
kickstarter campaigns by sharing our non-toxic, heathy, 
sustainable, local cookware message, and this support has 
contributed in a big way to the awareness and growth of 
our fledging Aussie cookware company. We LOVE Alexx!
Mark Henry
Managing Director and Chief Engineer Solidteknics



Contact Elise team@lowtoxlife.com
to discuss your needs and ideas and
we can go from there. 

Here’s to a Low Tox Life,

REAL FOOD RECIPES

CONSCIOUS LIVING MADE EASY

lowtoxlife.com

So many ways to work together. We are passionate about bringing the truly good brands to 
life for our audience in meaningful ways. We love helping people feel the weight of the way 
they spend their dollars, as well as the delicious lightness about WHERE they spend them, 
once they know it’s with a brand aligned to their values. 

So there you have it.


